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Improved Mechanical Properties of EBM Biomedical
Co–28Cr–6Mo–0.11N Alloy by the Dispersed
Precipitation Control of e-HCP Phase Based on e M c
Phase Transformation

HAO WANG, TOSHIMI MIYAGI, and AKIHIKO CHIBA

Mechanical properties of electron-beam-melted biomedical Co–Cr–Mo–N alloys can be
improved by the grain refinement from reverse transform treatment, which transforms a
low-temperature strong e-phase into a high-temperature ductile c-phase. Although mechanical
properties of alloys consisting of a single e- or c-phase have been previously reported on, those
comprising mixed e- and c-phases have not yet been investigated. Herein, the heat treatment
conditions of the Co–28Cr–6Mo–0.11N alloy were determined to control the phase fraction
while obtaining fine grains in the mixed phases with superior mechanical properties. The phase
transformation behavior was analyzed. Superior mechanical properties were observed in the
mixed phases containing 70 pct c-phase and 30 pct e-phase. The tensile and yield strengths were
higher, and the elongation was approximately the same, compared to that of the single c-phase.
Moreover, the 30 pct e-phase mixed-phase material obtained during the c fi e heat treatment
had a smaller overall average grain size and showed superior mechanical properties than that
obtained during the e fi c heat treatment. This study is expected to facilitate the application of
biomedical Co–Cr–Mo–N alloys with fine grains and superior mechanical properties obtained
via heat treatment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent times, additive manufacturing using near-
net-shape techniques, which is suitable for custom-made
metal implants, have gained increasing attention. For
instance, powder bed fusion methods enable the creation
of products using the selective layer-by-layer electron
beam melting of raw powders according to sliced
three-dimensional (3D) data.[1–7] However, because
electron-beam-melted (EBM) materials have a near-net
shape, conventional strengthening mechanisms, such as
work hardening (strain strengthening) via strain-induced
dislocations, are hardly applied. EBM biomedical
Co–Cr–Mo–N alloys are widely used for orthopedic
implants because of their superior mechanical

properties, fatigue resistance, and biocompatibility.[8–11]

These alloys reportedly undergo grain refinement by a
reverse transformation (RT) treatment from a low-tem-
perature e-phase to a high-temperature c-phase, which
also improves the mechanical properties.[12–14]

EBM biomedical Co–Cr–Mo–N alloy has two struc-
tures: a face-centered cubic (FCC) c-phase at higher
temperatures and a hexagonal close-packed (HCP)
e-phase at lower temperatures, which are stable above
and below approximately 1173 K, respectively. In par-
ticular, the yield and tensile strengths are reportedly
higher in the e-phase, whereas the elongation is higher in
the c-phase.[15–17] However, the alloy is accompanied by
primary precipitates such as carbides, nitrides, and
carbonitrides.[18–22] Such precipitates significantly affect
the mechanical properties, wear resistance, corrosion
resistance, and grain refinement of the material.[23–27]

Therefore, microstructure selection and precipitate con-
trol play important roles in improving the properties of
the alloy.
Previous studies have only focused on the mechanical

properties of the c- and e-phases; however, the perfor-
mance of these mixed phases with different properties is
still unknown.[1–3,12–17,23–25,28–38] Both constituent
phases are known to comply with the ASTM F75
biomaterial standard and can be used appropriately for
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individual applications. However, because long-term
implantation into the human body requires high relia-
bility and safety, the c- and the e-phases must be mixed
to further improve the mechanical properties.

Therefore, the effects of the mixed phases of the
high-temperature c-phases and low-temperature
e-phases, which have different influences on the mechan-
ical properties, were investigated in this study. This
study aims to develop a phase fraction control technol-
ogy by determining the heat treatment conditions for
grain refinement while analyzing the phase transforma-
tion behavior to obtain better characteristics than the
single-phase structure of EBM Co–Cr–Mo–N alloys.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Raw Materials and Metal Additive-Manufactured
Materials

A gas-atomized powder with a nominal composition
of Co–28Cr–6Mo–0.11N (mass pct) was used as the raw
material, with particle sizes ranging from 45 to 150 lm
and a D50 of approximately 60 lm. Rod materials were
prepared using an EBM device (Arcam A2X, Arcam
AB, Mölndal, Sweden), and 16 rods with a diameter of
7 mm were fabricated simultaneously on a
150 9 150 9 10 mm3 SUS304 steel base plate arranged
in four rows and four columns at 20 mm intervals,
holding the build direction (z-axis) parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the rods. The scan direction of the
EB was parallel to the x- and/or y-direction. The height
and diameter of each rod were 160 and 16 mm, respec-
tively. The following conditions were maintained for the
EBM process: preheating temperature of 1133 K; accel-
eration voltage of 60 kV; currents from 3 to 18 mA;
scanning speed from 95 to 919 mm/s; line offset of
260 lm; and layer thickness of 70 lm. The EBM rod
was cut into small pieces with a wire-cut electric
discharge machine and subjected to mass measurements
after surface polishing using a sandpaper.

Table I lists the chemical composition of the fabri-
cated EBM materials. Carbon composition was mea-
sured using the infrared absorption method after
combustion using CS-444 LS (LECO Corp.). Mean-
while, O composition was also measured using the
infrared absorption method after fusion under He gas
using TC-436 (LECO Corp.). Nitrogen composition was
obtained using thermal conductimetric method after
fusion in a current of He gas using TC-436 (LECO
Corp.) while the rest of the elements (Co, Cr, Mo, Fe, Si,
and Mn) was measured using inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectrometry using ARCOS

FHM22 MV130 (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments
GmbH, Kleve, Germany).

B. Microstructure Evaluation and Phase Identification

The EBM materials were cut using an electric
discharge machine to ensure that they were perpendic-
ular to the building direction. The microstructure was
analyzed using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD,
FEI XL30S-FEG, FEI Company) at an acceleration
voltage of 20 kV, and data analysis was conducted using
orientation image microscopy (TexSEM Laboratories
Inc.). Phase identification by X-ray diffraction (XRD,
X’Pert MPD, Malvern Panalytical Ltd., Netherlands)
was conducted using Cu Ka radiation. Further
microstructural observations using transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2000EXII, JEOL, Japan)
were conducted at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. In
addition, element mapping and point analyses using
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM,
JEM-ARM200F, JEOL, Japan) with energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were performed at an accel-
eration voltage of 200 kV.

C. Heat Treatment

The EBM material was heated using a heat treatment
furnace and an infrared lamp heating-type image
furnace in an Ar gas atmosphere and cooled by an Ar
gas flow. Two types of treatments were conducted in the
heat treatment furnace: c fi e heat treatment (1073 K,
43.2 ks) and e fi c heat treatment (1273 K, 0.6 ks). In
addition, similar c fi e and e fi c heat treatments were
conducted in the image furnace. Figure 1 shows the
calculated phase diagram for the Co–Cr–Mo ternary
alloy adopted from a study by Yamanaka et al.[14] The
c- and e-phases were confirmed to be located in the
high-temperature and low-temperature regions, respec-
tively, with a boundary of approximately 1173 K.

Table I. Chemical Composition (Mass Pct) of the EBM
Rods

Cr Mo Fe Si Mn C O N Co

27.5 5.5 0.18 0.31 0.5 0.03 0.01 0.1 bal. Fig. 1—Phase diagram of Co–29Cr–6Mo–0.2N–xC (mass pct) alloy
adopted from Yamanaka et al. Adapted with permission from Ref.
[14].
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D. Tensile Test

The EBM rod was first cut into 1-mm-thick plates
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the rod by a wire-cut
electric discharge machine, then cut into a dog-bone
shape with a gage size of 10 9 2 9 1 mm3 as shown in
Figure 2. The conventional room-temperature tensile
test was conducted on the surface-polished cut pieces
using a universal testing machine (AUTOGRAPH
DSS-10 T, Shimadzu, Japan) at a strain rate of
1.7 9 10�3 s�1.

III. RESULTS

A. Microstructure Observation

1. Grain refinement by heat treatment furnace
Figure 3 shows the phase map, inverse pole fig-

ure (IPF), IPF map, and average grain size for EBSD
analysis on the plane perpendicular to the fabrication

direction of (a) as-built (AsB) and (b) RT materials in
the heat treatment furnace. As a result, the AsB material
exhibited c-phase with a slight e-phase in the phase map
(99.5 pct of c-phase). The IPF and IPF map show that
the grains were columnar with anisotropy in the 001h i
direction (see electronic supplementary Figure S-1),
which is also along the building direction. In other
words, the generated structure was strongly influenced
by the EB. The average grain size was estimated to be
approximately 80 lm. Subsequently, the RT material
exhibited single c-phase in the phase map (99.9 pct of
c-phase), while it exhibited recrystallized equiaxed
grains and a slight orientation dependency on
the 001h i and 111h i direction in the IPF and IPF map.
The average grain size was estimated to be 30 lm. Thus,
the AsB material recrystallized from a highly anisotropic
columnar structure to a slightly anisotropic equiaxed
structure by the RT treatment of c fi e and e fi c heat
treatments. Furthermore, it was also confirmed that the
RT treatment refined the grain size from 80 to 30 lm.
From a slight e-phase observed in the c-phase in the AsB
material, the building temperature can be partially
below the boundary temperature, that is, the c fi e or
e fi c phase transformation occurred indeterminately
during the building process.

2. Grain refinement using an image furnace
Figure 4 illustrates the phase map, IPF, IPF map, and

average grain size for EBSD analysis when the AsB
material was heat treated in the image furnace underFig. 2—Schematic illustration of the tensile test piece.

Fig. 3—EBSD observations for EBM materials: the (a) AsB and (b)
RT materials according to the considered heat treatment conditions
(1073 K, 43.2 ks fi 1273 K, 0.6 ks).

Fig. 4—EBSD observations for the AsB materials after various RT
treatments in the image furnace: (a) 1073 K, 14.4 ks fi 1273 K, 0.6
ks and (b) two cycles of conditions in (a) fi one cycle of conditions
of (1073 K, 14.4 ks fi 1273 K, 0.12 ks).
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various conditions, based on the conditions shown in
Figure 3(b). The heat treatment conditions in
Figure 4(a) consisted of a short-time c fi e heat treat-
ment (1073 K, 14.4 ks) followed by a e fi c heat
treatment (1273 K, 0.6 ks). The heat treatment condi-
tions in Figure 4(b) consisted of three cycles of c fi e or
e fi c heat treatments. The first two cycles were identical
to those shown in Figure 4(a). The third cycle consisted
of a short-time c fi e heat treatment (1073 K, 14.4 ks)
followed by a short-time e fi c heat treatment (1273 K,
0.12 ks). Consequently, the material in Figure 4(b)
exhibited similar results to RT in Figure 3(b); the
material was a single c-phase (99.5 pct of c-phase), with
equiaxed grains of approximately 31 lm and a slight
orientation dependency in the 001h i and 111h i direc-
tions. The material in Figure 4(b) exhibited a c-phase
with a small e-phase (99.9 pct of c-phase) in the phase
map, while no orientation dependency of the equiaxed
grains was found in the IPF and IPF map. The average
grain size is estimated to be approximately 17 lm. Thus,
because the phase transformation to a nearly c-phase
was possible in the short-time version of the heat
treatment, the nucleation activation energy during the
phase transformation is low and the nucleation rate is

high. Furthermore, a mixed c- and e-phase could be
obtained by shortening the heat treatment time.

3. Structure observation in the mixed phase
Figure 5 shows the phase map and average grain size

for the EBSD analysis of single c-phase materials under
various conditions of heat treatment: the e fi c heat
treatment at 1273 K for (a) 1.8, (b) 3.6, (c) 10.8 ks and
c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K for (d) 0, (e) 0.06, and
(f) 0.12 ks. In the phase map, during the c fi e heat
treatment at 1073 K, the material exhibited a c-phase
with a small e-phase (98.7 pct of c-phase) at 1.8 ks, and
the e- and c-phases occupied approximately half each
(60.9 pct of c-phase) at 3.6 ks, with a single e-phase (0
pct of c-phase) at 10.8 ks. The overall average grain size
coarsened to 21, 23, and 28 lm as the heating time
increased. Similarly, in the phase map, during the e fi c
heat treatment at 1273 K, the material exhibited a single
e-phase (0 pct of c-phase) at 0 ks, and mixed phase of the
e- and c-phases (69.9 pct of c-phase) at 0.06 ks, with a
99.3 pct of c-phase at 0.12 ks. The overall average grain
size was refined to 28, 13, and 17 lm as the heating time
increased. Thus, the nucleation activation energy and
nucleation rate during the c fi e phase transformation
are lower compared to the e fi c phase transformation.
However, mixed phases with different average grain
sizes were obtained by shortening the heat treatment
time.

4. Microstructure of mixed phases with different
e-phase fractions from the c fi e heat treatment
Figure 6 illustrates the variation in the e-phase

fraction and overall average grain size with increasing
heating time during the c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K
for a single c-phase. The fraction of the e-phase changed
from 0 to 98 pct, and the overall average grain size
changed from 22 to 32 lm when the heating time was
increased from 1.8 to 10.8 ks. When the heating time
was increased from 1.8 to 3.6 ks, the e-phase fraction
changed from 0 to 30 pct; however, the overall average

Fig. 5—EBSD observations for single c-phase materials under
various conditions of heat treatment: [(a) 1.8 ks, (b) 3.6 ks, and (c)
10.8 ks] at 1073 K followed by [(d) 0 ks, (e) 0.06 ks, and (f) 0.12 ks]
at 1273 K.

Fig. 6—Heating time dependence of the e-phase fraction and average
grain size at 1073 K.
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grain size remained the same (22 fi 23 lm). In addition,
when the heating time was increased from 3.6 ks to 10.8
ks, the e-phase fraction changed from 30 to 98 pct, and
the overall average grain size changed from 23 to 32 lm.
Thus, the e-phase has a long incubation period for
recrystallization, slow nucleation rate, and long-time
phase transformation.

Figure 7 shows the phase map, average grain size, and
fraction of the e-phase for the EBSD analysis of RT
material in Figure 3(b) under various e fi c heat
treatment conditions, which indicates a short-time
treatment (1073 K, 3.6 ks) for (a) and low-temperature
treatment (973 K, 43.2 ks) for (b). The material in (a)
exhibited a mixed phase with 39.1 pct of the e-phase and
an overall average grain size of 23 lm. Meanwhile, the
material in (b) exhibited a mixed phase with 59.4 pct of
the e-phase and an overall average grain size of 17 lm.
Although the e-phase fraction obtained under condition
(b) corresponds to the heating time during the c fi e
heat treatment between 5.4 and 7.2 ks in Figure 5, the
overall average grain size became finer. Therefore, the
low-temperature version of the c fi e heat treatment
condition is clarified for its efficiency and effectiveness in
refining the grains of the e-phase.

B. Precipitations

Figures 8(a) through (d), and 9(a) and (b) show the
TEM image, corresponding selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns, and STEM images using
STEM–EDS element mapping of the e-phase material
from the c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K, respectively.
Table II summarizes the point analysis results in
Figure 9(b). Several spherical or elongated precipitates
were observed in the grain boundaries and e-phase.
Electron diffraction patterns close to the p-phase
(M3T2X, (M, T: metal, X: C or N), P4132) and M23C6

phase (Fd3m) are shown in Figures 8(c) and (d),

Fig. 7—EBSD observations for single c-phase materials under
various e fi c heat treatments: (a) (1073 K, 3.6 ks) and (b) (973 K,
43.2 ks).

Fig. 8—TEM–BF images and SAED patterns for the matrix (a) and
precipitate (b, c, and d) of the e-phase material obtained during
c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K.

Fig. 9—(a) STEM–BF and (b) STEM–EDS images of the e-phase
material obtained during c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K.

Table II. Point Element Analysis Using STEM–EDS in
Fig. 9

Atom Cr Cr Mo C N Si

Mass Pct 34.44 49.63 11.48 0.25 2.08 2.06
Atomic Pct 30.72 50.17 6.29 1.08 7.82 3.86
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respectively. The STEM–EDS mapping, as shown in
Figure 9, confirmed that the fine-layered precipitate
contained a large amount of Cr and N with slightly
higher Mo and Si compared to the composition of the
matrix. Figures 10(a) through (c) show the TEM image
and corresponding SAED patterns of the c-phase
material obtained during e fi c heat treatment at
1273 K, respectively. Multiple granular precipitates
were confirmed in the grains and at the grain bound-
aries, and an electron diffraction pattern closer to the

g-phase (M6X–M12X, Fd3m) was obtained.
Figure 11 shows the XRD profiles for the single

c-phase obtained during e fi c heat treatment at 1273 K

for 0.6 ks, the single e-phase obtained during c fi e heat
treatment at 1073 K for 14.4 ks, and the mixed c- and
e-phases obtained during c fi e heat treatment at
1073 K for 3.6 ks. The single c-phase showed 111ð Þ
and ð200Þ peaks at 44 and 51 deg, respectively. In

addition, the single e-phase showed 1010
� �

and 1011
� �

peaks at 41 and 47 deg, respectively, while the mixed
phases exhibited peaks at the same position as that of
the single c- and e-phases. Moreover, no precipitations
were observed from the XRD results. Thus, the mixed
phase consists of both the c- and e-phases with few
precipitations.

C. Mechanical Properties of the Mixed Phases

1. Mechanical properties of the mixed phases
with different e-phase fractions from the c fi e heat
treatment
Figure 12 shows the dependence of the mechanical

properties on various e-phase fractions, which was
obtained during c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K for
the single c-phase. When the e-phase fraction increased,
the tensile strength reached the highest value of
1273 MPa at approximately 30 pct of the e-phase
fraction, and the yield strength gradually increased.
Furthermore, the elongation decreased, particularly
after the fraction of the e-phase exceeded 30 pct. In
addition, the tensile and yield strengths, and the
elongation of the single c-phase material were 1200,
655 MPa, and 48 pct, respectively, while those of the 30
pct e-phase material were 1273, 694 MPa, and 45 pct,
respectively. Thus, the mixed phase with a 30 pct e-phase
exhibited superior mechanical properties, the yield and
tensile strengths were strengthened compared to the
single c-phase, and an elongation similar to that of the
single c-phase was observed.

Fig. 10—TEM–BF images and SAED patterns for the matrix (a)
and precipitate (b and c) of the c-phase material obtained during
e fi c heat treatment at 1273 K.

Fig. 11—XRD patterns for EBM materials with c-, e-, and mixed
phases.

Fig. 12—Dependence of mechanical properties on the e-phase
fractions obtained at 1073 K.
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2. Comparison of the mechanical properties of 30 pct
e-phase mixed-phase material obtained during c fi e
and the e fi c heat treatments

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the mechanical
properties (tensile strength, yield strength, and elonga-
tion) and grain size between the 30 pct e-phase
mixed-phase materials obtained during the c fi e heat
treatment at 1073 K (a) and the e fi c heat treatment at
1273 K (b). The tensile and yield strengths in (a) are
greater than those observed in (b), while the elongation
is similar in (a) and (b). Furthermore, the overall
average grain size is larger than in (a). These results
indicate that the 30 pct e-phase mixed-phase material
obtained during the c fi e heat treatment has a smaller
overall average grain size and exhibits superior mechan-
ical properties compared to the 30 pct e-phase mixed-
phase material obtained during the e fi c heat
treatment.

Figure 14 shows SEM images of the fracture surface
of the 30 pct e-phase mixed-phase material obtained
during the c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K after the
tensile tests in (a) normal view and (b and c) enlarged
view. Most fracture surfaces contained dimples with
ductile fractures, as shown in Figure 14(b). However,
cleavage fractures were observed in certain parts, as
indicated by the arrow in Figure 14(c). This observation
may be attributed to the low ductility of the e-phase
compared to the high ductility of the c-phase.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of Mixed Phase on the Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of the 30 pct e-phase
mixed-phase material shown in Figure 12 were superior
to those of the single c-phase material. In addition, the
fracture morphology of the 30 pct e-phase mixed-phase
material in Figure 14 indicated the dominance of ductile
fractures due to the c-FCC phase with partial cleavage
fractures due to the e-HCP phase-induced grain bound-
ary fracture. Thus, the cleavage fractures due to the
e-HCP phase became the main fracture factor when the
phase fraction of the e-phase exceeded 30 pct, thereby

decreasing the tensile strength, as shown in Figure 11. In
contrast, the e-HCP phase showed a higher yield
strength owing to its higher deformation resistance than
the c-FCC phase. In particular, the superior strength of
the mixed phase may originate from the consumption of
a certain amount of energy during the tensile test when
the c-FCC and e-HCP phases alternately undergo
sliding deformation, specifically when the slip surface
or slip direction of the c-FCC and e-HCP phases change,
because the number of slip systems in the c-FCC and
e-HCP structures are 12 and 3 to 6, respectively.
Therefore, a mixed-phase structure with improved
strength and ductility is expected for various
applications.

B. Effect of Precipitates on the Mechanical Properties

The material obtained during c fi e heat treatment
exhibited nitrides and carbides that competed along with
the e-phase to form an inhomogeneous layered struc-
ture. However, such a structure may not provide
sufficient precipitation strengthening owing to its low
nitrogen and carbon contents. Therefore, methods for
forming additional homogeneous-layered precipitates
along with the e-phase can be mentioned, such as
uniformly dissolving carbon and nitrogen into the
matrix by increasing the amount of nitrogen added for
the formation or solution treatment at a high temper-
ature for a sufficient time. Conversely, although a
spherical g-phase was obtained in the c-phase, the effect
of sufficient precipitation strengthening was not
obtained for the same reason as the precipitation in
the e-phase.

Fig. 13—Comparison of the mechanical properties and grain size of
30 pct e-phase mixed-phase materials obtained by (a) 1073 K and (b)
1273 K heat treatments.

Fig. 14—Surface morphology in (a) normal view and (b and c)
enlarged view of the 30 pct e-phase mixed-phase material obtained
during the c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K after the tensile tests.
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C. Characteristics of the Mixed-Phase Structure
Obtained During c fi e and e fi c Heat Treatments

The alloy composition of the EBM biomedical
Co–28Cr–6Mo–0.11N was observed to be grain refined
by cycles of heat treatment, including the short-time
version of c fi e (1073 K, 14.4 ks) and e fi c (1273 K,
0.6 ks) heat treatments. This observation implies that
the c fi e phase transformation that required 10.8 to
14.4 ks proceeds in a shorter time than the incubation
period of 21.6 ks that was determined by Kurosu et al.
for the e-phase at 1073 K in the Co–27Cr–6Mo–0.16N
alloy.[39] Thus, the incubation period of the e-phase in
the c fi e phase transformation changed significantly
owing to a slight difference in the amount of nitrogen
added (0.1 to 0.16 wt pct). In addition, precipitation of
the e-phase was confirmed at 1.8 ks during the c fi e
heat treatment. This result was promoted by the new
e-phase nucleation because the area occupied by the
grain boundaries, which are the nucleation sites for
e-phase precipitation, increased owing to grain refine-
ment. However, the e-phase obtained during the c fi e
transformation had a constant grain size for each
temperature regardless of the holding time of the heat
treatment, similar to the c-phase in the e fi c transfor-
mation. A finer e-phase grain was obtained during the
c fi e heat treatment at 973 K, which is lower than
1073 K. Based on these results, performing a lower-tem-
perature heat treatment is preferable to obtain a finer
c + e mixed-phase structure. Therefore, it is necessary
to understand the c fi e phase transformation behavior
below 973 K, to determine the more accurate c fi e
phase transformation temperature for each composi-
tion, and to monitor the initial structure before phase
transformation.

1. Phase transformation kinetics and structure
Phase transformation kinetics are determined by the

nucleation and growth rates. The frequency of nucle-
ation is determined by the energy barrier of nucleation
and activation energy of atomic diffusion. The energy
barrier of nucleation decreased as the driving force for
nucleation per unit volume increased. The frequency of
nucleation also increased as the driving force for
nucleation increased. In contrast, nucleation growth is
derived from the diffusion rate of solute atoms.

The high-temperature c-phase had a smaller driving
force for nucleation than the low-temperature e-phase;
thus, the frequency of nucleation is high. The frequency
of nucleation of the c-phase was noted to be significantly
high because 68 pct of the c-phase was generated at 0.06
ks and 100 pct at 0.12 ks during the e fi c heat
treatment at 1273 K. Moreover, the overall average
grain size was 13 lm at 0.06 ks and 17 lm at 0.12 ks,
suggesting the initiation of the c-phase grain growth.

In contrast, the frequency of nucleation of the e-phase
was extremely low with a long incubation period
because the generation of the e-phase began at 1.8 ks,
and 100 pct was generated at 10.8 ks during the c fi e
heat treatment at 1073 K. Moreover, the overall average
grain size was 23 lm at 1.8 ks and 28 lm at 10.8 ks,
indicating that the diffusion rate of the atoms in the

e-phase, that is, the nucleation growth rate may be slow
due to insufficient driving force. Nevertheless, approx-
imately 60 pct of the e-phase was generated at 43.2 ks,
and the overall average crystal grain size was 17 lm
during the c fi e heat treatment at 973 K. The result
suggests that a temperature of 973 K is even high for the
nucleation of the e-phase and the diffusion rate of atoms
in the e-phase, that is, the nucleation growth rate may be
considerably slower. Thus, it is necessary to acquire the
microstructure for a long time at a lower temperature,
such as at 973 K.

2. Control of the generation of mixed phases
The preparation conditions for generating the mixed

phases must be controlled to obtain a mixed structure
with superior mechanical properties. First, it is neces-
sary to decide whether to adopt the c fi e or the e fi c
heat treatment. In the case of c fi e heat treatment, the
precipitation of the e-phase requires a long incubation
period and transformation time owing to the low
nucleation frequency; therefore, a sufficient heat treat-
ment time must be provided. Conversely, the high
frequency of nucleation shortens the transformation
time during the e fi c heat treatment, and consequently
requires strict control of the heat treatment time.
Therefore, although the c fi e heat treatment is easier
to manage, it is difficult to control the grain size
compared to the e fi c heat treatment. Nevertheless, it is
expected that low-temperature c fi e heat treatment
enables control if the grain size.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated the improvement in mechan-
ical properties by obtaining a mixed phase of high-tem-
perature c- and low-temperature e-phases through
multiple reverse phase transformation treatments for
an EBM biomedical Co–28Cr–6Mo–0.11N alloy.

(1) By adjusting the processing time of c fi e heat
treatment at 1073 K and e fi c heat treatment at
1273 K, an EBM material with a mixed c- and
e-phase was obtained.

(2) Excellent mechanical properties were observed in
the mixed phase with 70 pct c- and 30 pct
e-phases, such that the yield and tensile strengths
were strengthened compared to the single c-phase,
and the elongation was similar to that of the
single c-phase.

(3) The yield and tensile strengths, elongation, and
the overall grain size of the 30 pct e-phase
mixed-phase material obtained during c fi e heat
treatment were 713, 133 MPa, 43 pct, and 13 lm,
respectively, while those obtained during e fi c
heat treatment were 694, 1273 MPa, 43 pct, and
23 lm, respectively.

(4) The effect of the precipitate on the mechanical
properties was negligible because of the low
amount of precipitate; even an inhomogeneous
layered precipitate was observed on the material
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obtained by c fi e heat treatment at 1073 K and
e fi c heat treatment at 1273 K.
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